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Hansel and Gretel
Online slots NetEnt
NetEnt has released the second
title from its Fairytale Legends
trilogy, Hansel and Gretel. The 5reel, 3-row, magic-ﬁlled video slot
takes players into the deepest,
darkest woods as they try to help
the siblings make their way
through the thicket – and stay
safely away from the wicked witch.
Hansel and Gretel is packed with
random and bonus features, free
spins, stacked wild re-spins, and
wild substitutions. The gameplay is
wrapped in a stunning NetEnt
visual production and features a
series of beautiful animations that
bring the classic story to life. Simon
Hammon, Chief Product Officer of
NetEnt comments “The latest
chapter in our Fairytale Legends
series is another thoroughly
enchanting one. With its engaging
features and breath-taking design,
the game demonstrates NetEnt’s
creative capabilities at their best.”

Silver Lion Deluxe
Omni-channel
Lightning Box
Specialist slot designer
Lightning Box Games has
made its UK retail debut after
one of its games went live in
an exclusive deal with William
Hill. A tailored version of the
supplier’s popular online game
Silver Lion is now available to
play across Hills’ 2,300 plus
network of Licenced Betting
Offices (LBOs).
Silver Lion Deluxe is a 4x5 reel,
10-line slot. The Deluxe edition
now includes a new Bonus
Respin feature designed to
cater for the difference in
player taste in land-based
environments. The game is
available on an exclusive basis
to players in William Hill’s
shops.
Peter Causley, Lightning Box
Games said: “Silver Lion
Deluxe has been tailored with
the help of our friends at
BetDigital to suit the needs of
players within the operator’s
LBOs and we’re sure they will
enjoy playing the game as
much as we did making it.”

Flow, Evolution
and Cube
Components
SuzoHapp
The Fería Internacional del Juego
set the scene for SUZOHAPP to
demonstrate its leading position in
providing value-adding technology
to the market. SUZOHAPP’s large
stand housed a great variety of
solutions - from spare parts and
components to complete cash
management solutions.
Cash recycling plays a key role in
the Spanish gaming market.
Visitors in Madrid learned about the
Bill-to-Bill 300 note recycler which
can recycle up to 300 banknotes in
up to three different
denominations. The multi-escrow
feature and the fact that notes are
paid back in bulk make this the
ideal solution. For coin recycling,
SUZOHAPP introduced the ICS
(Intelligent Coin System) at the

show. Coins are counted and sorted
into eight payout tubes, so all Euro
coin denominations can be paid
back. Each tube is selfreplenishing, so the coins are
reﬁlled after every payout.
For complete cash management
solutions, SUZOHAPP showed two
Comestero money changers: Dual
Coin Pro and, the latest generation,
Swing Next. The wide range of
SCAN COIN coin and note
counting/sorting solutions were on
display, too, as demand for these
products continues to rise.
For monitors and touchscreens, the
high quality VisionPRO and ELO
solutions were on display and, for

The Five Blessings De Lux is
includes a progressive feature
triggering a four level progressive
jackpot, which could be either
standalone or linked. It presents
an innovative betting structure,

Star Trek Skill-based
gaming GameCo
GameCo, creator of the world's ﬁrst
video game gambling machine
(VGM), has entered into a license
agreement with CBS Consumer
Products to which the company will
develop a new skill-based gambling
video game based on the iconic
Star Trek franchise.
Set to debut in fall 2017, GameCo's
ﬁrst game under the license
agreement, Star Trek Deep Space
Nine Adventure, will allow players to

SUZOHAPP is also the specialist for
redemption and amusement
solutions and visitors appreciated
seeing its CompetitionPRO
selection. Further products on
display included push buttons,
ASSA and Venia locks, the
Comestero RM5 electronic
mechanism, the MFL casino
banknote reader, as well as the SC
Advance banknote reader.
the markets in South East Asia.
Duck Of Luck is a 25 line game,
with free games, which was
released as part of the
GAMOPOLIS multigame set from
Casino Technology.

Five Blessings De Lux
Casino Slots Casino
Technology
The progressive Asian themed
game Five Blessings De Lux as
well as the single game Red Bird
And Golden Dragon are on the
spotlight at Casino Technology
stand #351 during G2E Asia in
Macau. Both titles are specially
designed and dedicated for the
Asian markets. The themes follow
traditional Chinese mythology
motifs, presented with impressive
visual effects.

printers, the TransAct products
were showcased. SUZOHAPP is
known worldwide for its hoppers
and toppers and its best sellers
were presented in Madrid - the
Flow, Evolution and Cube hoppers,
as well as the SH1950 video
topper.

unique concept with different sets
of free games and multiplier that
makes the game more exciting,
volatile and entertaining. Red Bird
And Golden Dragon is a 50 line
game with free games and extra
wins, triggered by symbols like Yin
and Yang and Dragon. One of the
best performing games of Casino
Technology, Duck Of Luck, will
also be presented and available to
take lead of the USS Deﬁant and
battle their way to victory through
immersive ship-to-ship combat.
The game will feature highly
polished 3D models of the iconic
spacecraft that will attract fans of
both Star Trek and the space
combat genre alike. The deal was
brokered by Richmond
Management Group and provides
GameCo access to multiple Star
Trek series including Star Trek: The
Original Series, Star Trek: The Next
Generation, Star Trek: Deep Space
Nine, Star Trek: Voyager and Star
Trek: Enterprise. Star Trek is a pop
culture phenomenon consisting of

Rossi McKee, VP of Casino
Technology said: “We have been
focused to release games strictly
committed to the Asian players.
The new portfolio of products we
highlight at our stand in Macao
are featuring products, designed
particularly for the market here.
Our games are already available
online and our effort is to tie nicely
the landbased and online by
offering a complete package to
the operators, not only with our
slot games, but also with the
system platforms portfolio that
allow seamless play with one
common player’s e-wallet”.
six television series, 13 movies, and
more than 700 hours of content
available across several media and
online platforms.
"This fan-favourite franchise has
been entertaining people across the
globe and is established as one of
the most iconic and popular brands
ever. We are excited to work with
CBS Consumer Products to bring a
space battle action game to casino
ﬂoors that highlights the
entertainment value Star Trek is
known for," said Rich Maryyanek,
Global Business Development,
GameCo Inc.
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